
SALE VILLA ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO

ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO - RIF.727 - CASTIGLIONCELLO – IN THE CENTER - FRONT SEA – WITH PANORAMIC SEA VIEW  - SOLD NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE -In one of the most exclusive and sought after locations, splendid Semi-Detached Villa for Sale in Castiglioncello located directly seafront with access to the renowned Cristoforo Colombo promenade; from this property you can enjoys an exceptional sea view and a total independence that place it among the niche buildings of particular refinement. The large outdoor areas, the spacious living terraces and the surface area of over 210 square meters on three levels, offer to this property an exceptional internal liveability and thanks to the five large bedrooms and four full services, this property is also comfortably for large family units. The access to this property takes place from two separate streets, the ease of parking is guaranteed by an outdoor parking space and a large garage of over 30 square meters, that comfortably accommodates two medium cars. Once inside the large garden of this Villa for Sale in Castiglioncello, you immediately notice the independence and the panoramic nature that this prestigious property offers, without renouncing to the convenience of to be in close contact with all the services offered by Castiglioncello center; in the garden facing the sea there is a terrace level with a motorized pergola cover, a barbecue area and a summer garden living area / kitchen that, thanks to the large and full-length windows, offers with the outdoor spaces an exceptional summer livability, on the upper floor there is the main entrance to the property with a beautiful living area with a large terrace overlooking the sea and a large fireplace where you can spend time even in winter holidays; in the same fllor, there is also a master bedroom with exclusive service and wardrobe. On the last floor there is the sleeping area with four bedrooms, two of which facing the sea with a fantastic terrace and two complete bathrooms. This Semi-detached Villa for sale in Castiglioncello, is sold completely renovated according to the most careful finishing degrees required, all the plants are of last installation and the property is equipped with a methane heating system and ducted air-conditioning system; the recent renovation has left nothing to chance, all the interiors have been studied optimizing the internal liveability during both summer and winter, the living areas are well separated from the sleeping area and the same has been arranged in such a way as to create independent environments with full service each one. Even the spaces and outdoor areas have been treated in detail, the green areas are well planted with typical Mediterranean vegetation and trees typical of the area such as Lecci plants, Maritime Pines and Pitosphorus hedges; while the terraced areas have been paved with natural stone in order to create a linear and sober external context. This property enjoys all that can be requested in an ideal seaside home: the seafront location, th access to the promenade, the spectacular views of the sea and the islands of the Tuscan Archipelago, the large outdoor spaces in addition to the exceptional independence, are the business cards that offers this exclusive dream property in Castiglioncello. LOCATION AREA: Castiglioncello dominates a small promontory that is the latest offshoot of the Livorno hills. tourist resort of great international prestige, "the pearl of the Tyrrhenian Sea" has a unique charm. Red cliffs overlooking the sea, sheltered bays, beaches and coves washed by crystal clear water, where there are characteristic beaches. A pine forest, which for its beauty has inspired artists, painters, writers and poets. Celebrated by painters Macchiaioli, sought by many players in the world of culture and show business, it is an important center of artistic and scientific events. Pasquini  Castle hosts every year cultural events, dance festivals, literary awards and Philosophical, international conventions value. The Center for Art Diego Martelli and that the communication connect important cultural initiatives. DISPOSITION AND METRATURESVILLA: 211sqm living room, dining room, kitchen, bedrooms 5, services 4GARAGE:   30mqDISTANCES: Livorno km 19 - Pisa km 36 - Forte dei Marmi 70 km - Florence km 98 - Piombino km 75 - Pisa airport 34 km - Road exit: Livorno exit 15 km.

4 bathrooms, 5 bedrooms, Cellar 5mq, Garage 30mq, Garden 250mq, Place for bikers, Closet,
Living room, Living room/Kitchen, Study, Tavern, Autonomous climate control, Large terrace,
Proximity to the sea 15mt.

Floor: Su più livelli

Surface: 211 mq

Energetic class: G

Ipe: 223,39 kwm2
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